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INTRODUCTION 

Southwark Council is seeking a consultant/s with experience of co-designing public 
spaces and buildings for young people, with young people, using innovative methods 
of engagement. 

You will be responsible for delivering a youth led review of facilities and public 
spaces on the Brandon Estate in Southwark. Based on the findings from the review 
you will create a “toolkit” which other young people and practitioners can use to 
review other spaces and places. 

Additionally you will develop a set of recommendations on potential design 
interventions for facilities on the estate that would make them young people friendly 
and provide positive activities and spaces for young people living, and visiting, the 
estate.  

BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT 

In November 2019 a consultancy was commissioned to design and deliver a 
comprehensive and innovative engagement plan with young people, parents/carers, 
professionals and youth providers as part of a strategic review of youth services in 
Southwark. The council also reviewed its current services and commitments to young 
people, alongside our spending on youth related activities. 

The findings from the review resulted in a set of recommendations and an action 
plan to drive the transformation of youth services in the borough. One key finding 
from the review was that young people want, and need, to be part of the decision-
making process and involved in the design of the youth offer in the borough. Another 
related finding related to the need for appropriate “young people friendly” spaces for 
their use.  Young people told us that they want to have ownership of, and feel safe in 
different spaces around the borough.  

As a result, one of the specific recommendations from the review is to, ‘Deliver a 
young people led review of facilities on the Brandon Estate and develop a plan for 
the implementation of outcomes.’ 
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CONTENT OF THE REVIEW 

This project will require the active participation of young people throughout. 
Southwark is committed to taking positive action to address inequality as 
demonstrated in the Southwark Stands Together programme. It is essential that in 
this project a diverse representative group of young people are engaged to ensure 
that a variety of voices are heard. It is particularly important to engage with young 
people that are typically hard to reach, for example young carers, young people with 
additional learning needs or looked after young people. Young people aged 10 – 19 
years old (or up to 25 if they have special educational needs) should be engaged 
with as part of this project.  

We will work with you to identify young people to participate.  

As part of the review, you will: 

• Undertake an audit of the current facilities on the Brandon Estate with young 
people from the estate. 

• Find out which activities and services young people currently access on and near 
the Brandon Estate.   

• Find out what young people like / do not like about their built environment, with a 
specific emphasis on youth and community spaces and how young people think 
that this can be improved.  

• Find out what activities and services young people would like to see on the 
Brandon Estate, their views on how these should be delivered, and by whom. 

• Identify any barriers young people face in accessing activities delivered on the 
Brandon Estate; examples might be time of provision, safety, design of facilities 

• Recommend ways of addressing these barriers. 

• Work with young people to co-design a toolkit on how to make spaces ‘young 
people friendly.’  

• Ensure that young people are taught valuable life skills through their involvement 
in this work and that this is documented as part of the outcomes of the work 

• Based on the findings from the review, develop a set of recommendations on how 
to adapt spaces on the estate to ensure they are young people friendly and 
provide positive activities and spaces for young people living, and visiting, the 
estate. 

The spaces listed below on the Brandon Estate must be reviewed as part of the 
project: 

• Brandon youth centre 
• Brandon library 
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• Jack Hobbs Centre 
• TRA halls on the Brandon Estate 
• Outside space on the Brandon Estate 
• Facilities near by such as the local Adventure Playground 

INPUTS 

Southwark will provide the following: 

• Information on the current provision on Brandon Estate 

• Relevant findings from the youth service review  

• Background information on previous work completed by Southwark on facilities 
for young people 

OUTPUTS TO BE DELIVERED 

• A comprehensive, innovative engagement plan with young people  

• The delivery of the engagement plan 

• A toolkit, co-designed by young people, on how to make spaces ‘young people 
friendly’. 

• A report on the findings with recommendations on how to adapt facilities on the 
Brandon Estate for young people. 

To facilitate the outputs, we expect the successful consultant to meet with the project 
team periodically as per the governance of the project.  

EXPERIENCE & KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED  

The successful application must have the following: 

• Knowledge of the sector: experience of creating design interventions, ideally 
with young people 

• Comprehensive engagement with young people: delivery of a varied 
programme of engagement to ensure young people have a leading voice  

• Innovative approaches to engagement: to ensure dynamic and diverse 
engagement with young people 

• Engaging presentation of information: the ability to present information in the 
most appropriate and engaging form, depending on the stakeholder 

• Report writing: the ability to undertake analysis of findings and write clear, 
concise reports  

APPLICATION PROCESS 

To apply for this opportunity please provide: 
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• An outline of how you will deliver the brief (maximum four sides of A4) 
• Applicants must provide 3 examples of relevant recent projects delivered to a 

similar scale and scope – please provide their contact details for reference 
purposes 

• An outline project budget  

BUDGET GUIDANCE 

Southwark has allocated an overall budget of £10,000 to deliver this project.  

Fee basis 

Please break your fees down into the designated days for each phase with cost per 
day and the total fixed fee. This timeframe is based on a two month appointment.  
This fee needs to cover all costs including: 

• Insurances and travel 
• All taxes (exclusive of VAT) 
• Client meetings 
• Engagement events 
• Toolkit and report 

SELECTION AND MANAGEMENT 

The decision of appointment of the consultants will be made by representatives from 
the project team.  Shortlisted candidates will be invited to attend an interview to 
discuss their proposed approach to delivering the brief. Young people will be 
involved in the selection process. 

The project will be managed by the project team with a main point of contact who will 
support, monitor progress and ensure that the funding is used in accordance with the 
project scope set out in this brief.  

Those successfully shortlisted will need to be available for interview on 1st  
February 2021 via Microsoft Teams/Zoom.  

Evaluation will be a 60:40 Quality/Price against the following:  

• Relevant experience 

• Approach/methodology 

• Ability to deliver against the timeframe 

• Innovation and creativity 

• Research skills 

• Written skills for a range of audiences 
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Responses should be sent by email to aileen.cahill@southwark.gov.uk by 23:59 on 
25th January 2021. Please note that Southwark has a 10mb limit for receiving 
documents.  

If you have any queries regarding this brief and would like to discuss further please 
contact Aileen Cahill, Head of Culture – aileen.cahill@southwark.gov.uk   

INDICATIVE TIMETABLE 

25th January 
Deadline for proposals

26th – 28th January    
Shortlisting

1st February      
Interviews

2nd February
Appointment

3rd February
Inception meeting

April
Engagement work

May
Analysis, toolkit, report and recommendations 
completed
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